
“Tokyo Mixtapes” Luke Wakeman 

 

For his final work, Luke developed a series of soundtracks for specific locations in 
Tokyo, with the music reflecting the social, historical and cultural character of 
different neighbourhoods at different historical periods. He chose three areas to 
focus on, Kichijoji of the 1970s, Harajuku of the 1980s and Shibuya of the 2000s. 
The soundtracks in his creative output are accompanied by posters and a narrative 
taking the reader into the soundscape of the neighbourhood and its specific history.  
 

 
“The landscape of Postwar Japanese music is 
undoubtedly eclectic, one filled with a rich 
diversity of hybrid genres, stylistic innovation, 
and musicianship which pushed instruments 
and production to its limits (Stevens, 2012, p. 
5). What's particularly interesting about 
Japan’s modern musical history is its interplay 
with the American musical landscape, 
constantly loaning and borrowing concepts 
from across the Atlantic and reimagining them 
within the space of Japanese culture- a 
concept particularly pertinent in Jazz music 
which, although finding its origins in Japan in 
the 1910s, didn't spike in popularity until 
America's Occupation of Japan in the 
immediate Postwar years (Jarenwattananon, 
2014).”  
 
 

 

 

“The critical choice to make three playlists was done in order to show the diversity of 
musical subcultures within Tokyo, and highlight three key turning points in Japan's 
modern cultural history. Each of these genres are widely acknowledged as major 
events in Japanese music history. The Jazz playlist was made on the justification of 
Morris-Suzuki (2010) who highlights how Jazz was the defining sound of the 
immediate postwar period, quickly popularised due to its ubiquity in American military 
installations and their surrounding suburbs (p.133). Further work by Atkins notes the 
genres importance as a symbol of social mobility, in the 1960s (Atkins, 2013, p. 173), 
and Grinshpun highlights how the soaring popularity of Jazzu Kissa created 
subcultures amongst Tokyo’s progressive youth, as Jazz- much like it’s American 
counterpart- became a genre linked with protest and politics during the ANPO 
protests (Grinshpun, 2014, p.349).”  



 

 “In tandem with the musical aspect of the playlists, each of the mixes featured 
sounds from various places in Tokyo. Albeit a humble selection of recordings, this 
was done as a way to contextualise the music in the environment it was created or 
popularly disseminated in, as well as providing insight into the huge variety of sonic 
landscapes in Tokyo's urban centre.” 

   

 


